Summer Internship Program at SDSU’s Coastal and Marine Institute Laboratory

The Coastal and Marine Institute Laboratory (CMIL) Summer Research Program is a paid 12-week program for San Diego community college students that provides hands-on experience working alongside researchers at a marine lab. Experience not required. Remote, laboratory, and field options available.

We welcome applications from students who:

- Are interested in degrees or careers in marine science
- Want to learn how to protect marine habitats
- Have diverse experiences, privileges, and identities

What will students gain from this experience?

- Hands-on research experience
- Practice working as part of a scientific team
- Professional development

Questions?
Contact: Jessica Griffin (jegriffin@ucdavis.edu) or Lily McIntire (lmcintire3183@sdsu.edu)

“I enjoyed every minute with the wonderful people associated with this program. I knew almost nothing about the daily life of a marine biologist. Now, I have lived it firsthand, and it only made me realize they are a thousand times cooler than I had ever known.” - 2022 Summer Intern, First Year at Miramar College